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Welcome to Issue 2
After our first issue I decided to make it be a
dual thing. Since I am working both departments
currently by myself, the new newsletter will be
from both Engineering and Communcations.
Also decided to give it a better name since it will
be doing double duty. The Comms & Eng
Consol. We will see how this works out. 
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Engineering & Comms Team
Chief - CMDR Stephen Richard

Contact info
Ship Name: USS Mountaineer NCC-325306
web: ussmountaineer.org
email:ussmountaineer@gmail.com
Location: Region 1 Delta Sector 
Charleston, WV
CO FCapt. Mary Francen
XO CMDR Stephen Richard

Want to add an article? 
Email me at

ussmountaineer@gmail.com
Deadline by the 1st of each month

Meeting Me
Well I guess its time for some formal introduc-
tions here.Commander Stephen Richard, I am
the XO, CEO, CCO of the USS Mountaineer. 

The Mountaineer is a Crossfield class
large science vessel. 

If you are familiar with Discovery then you will
know the ship details. We are newest 32nd
Century ship to come out with the Spore Drive. 

Spores Rule!

From a engineering stand point the systems are
great to work with. I guess it is a good thing that
in this time period things like being allergic to
spores and mold are non-existentant.

I will detail the ships information later in another
section. But needless to say we get around pret-
ty fast. 

It does take a bit to get used to the way the ship
responses when going into black alert. The first
time is a bit like being in the transporter but what
a rush! 

I have a whole fictoinal character all wrote out as
well.  So You will get to see more about that as
well. 
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What I do
So as I sit here watching the screens of the sys-
tem reports flying by I debate about my life.
From a engineering stand point I take care of the
computer systems that everyone uses to learn
about us, from a comms stand point I take care
things like this newsletter and our big newsletter.
I also do flyers,business cards,crew manuals,
and working on a layout for our recruiting table.

It can be very peaceful sitting here alone doing
these things but of course there are those times
that I do like to talk to people. which is where
Tara comes in at. 

Oh thats right I havent told you about Tara. well
Tara is our senient computer system. She is the
sister to Zora which is the senitent computer
system on the USS DIscovery. 

Tara keeps me from going stark barking mad
sometimes from just talking to myself. 

We are working on an actual avatar body for her
so she will be able to physically interact with the
crew far beyond the limits of the computer
screen. 

Anyways back to work I go. Just wanted to leave
this log entry for later.
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Engineering at its best(HAHA)
Many years ago I worked for a company that did
industrial scales for big trucks like coming from a
mine or something like that. They also did dump-
ing systems for coal and rocks into dump trucks
or train cars.

The engineering team was having a issue with a
switch. 

Let me explain this for
you. Let us take your
light switch for exam-
ple, when you flip the
switch on the light
comes on, but did you
know that the light
actually goes on and
off a few times. But it is

so fast that your eyes can not see the change.

This is called a mechanical bounce, in other
words when you flip the contacts of the switch
they will bounce up and down just like when you
drop a coin onto the table. This causes the
power to the light  to jump a few times.

Now this issue was causing the coal dump sys-
tem to read more than one press of the button.
Instead of coming up with a way to fix this issue
in the mechnical world. They asked the software
team of which I was a member doing tech writ-
ing to create a debounce program within their
codes to solve the problem. 

We Engineers sometimes think backward too.
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A Fatherly Oppsie Story
What follows is a prime example of OPPSIE!
My father worked at a coal mine, but he did
track maintenance, so this one day they were
having to drill holes in the rock cliff to clear for a
road access. They were using an explosive to do
this after drilling holes in the rock using a large
drilling bit.  
The day in question the boss left to go take care
of another issue and before he left his words to
them was do not get the big bit stuck.
Well, you know
what hap-
pened
next, of
course
Murphy at
his best.
The big drill
bit got stuck, and no
matter how much they tried they could not get it
unstuck.
So, they came up with the best idea ever. Just
finish drilling holes with the smaller drill bit and
just use the blast to free the big bit. So that is
what they did.
We all know that when you make things go
boom you are all happy and jumping up and
down. Until someone ask where was the big bit
at it?
Well, they found it about 40 yards away from the
blast site and it looked like a pretzel. 
Moral of the story? Sometimes your best ideas
are your worst plans even if they work out you
still may have messed something up.

Dr. Ian Malcolm - Jurassic Park 
God help us; we're in the hands of
engineers.

Do Not Touch
As Engineers we have a strange sense of
humor. For some reason we like to go around
the area putting up warning signs. Do not touch,
Danger, Harmfull, Radioactive, etc.

We do this because we KNOW these things are
bad for you. We know this because we have
learned from experince, But why is it in every
movie or TV show out there they never believe
us and they touch or go around it and what hap-
pens is of course something we already know. 

But how did we know this in the first place? Well
the honest answer is because some poor engi-
neer somewhere found out the hard way. 

Thankfuflly because of their supreme act of
knowlege or in some cases lack there of. We
now know not to touch said object.

Its like the sign do not push the button. We know
why you shouldnt push the button, but do they
ever listen to us? NO of course not, its a button
it must be pressed right?

As Duck Dodgers said “No,
no not the red one! Don’t
ever press the red one!”

I guess this is why we have a
job to watch some poor soul do what we told
them not to do because then we can sit back
and say “yea I told you so”

We claim no ownership over any image related
to StarTrek which is owned by Paramount. We
are just a fan club only. And this is strictly for fun
purposes. 
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TARA Begin Recording
<TARA> Starting recording Commander Richard

Engineering Log Cmdr. Stephen Richard Chief
Engineer reporting
It is hard to believe that in such a short time this
ship has came so far. There are still many bugs
to work out of the system, but I am sure as we
finish up our very shortened shakedown cruise,
we will get them taken care of. 
Still have that pesky problem with the network
but we are in the process of upgrading the sub-
space antenna. It seems for some reason the
original one just wasn't getting enough speed
and we kept dropping out of comms. Of course,
the fact that I am doing triple duty doesn't help,
being XO, Engineering and Communications all
at the same time can be problematic. 
Talk about needing to speak to someone I am
sometimes finding myself arguing with myself
that I need to get this done and breathing down
my own back to get it done so the Captain will
be happy. 
Problems, always problems, no rest for me, I
guess. Beyond the communications issues the
computer system seems to be working very well
as expected. Even with all the extra work being
added to it, it keeps right on humming along. 
Our Wide Entrance Broadcast or WEB for short,
is shaping up very well, we are still working on
getting all the systems displays. The content
seems to be getting the message across about
our intent as we get ready for our formal com-
missioning. 
Not that Captain Francen has been running this
ship like it was just a shakedown cruise. She
has been getting us already to be a fully active
and functional ship. Honestly even as her XO I
think this is good method to get us ready. From
the communications and engineering side that I
am currently running its been a bit hectic but
nothing I can't handle. 
TARA Save report
<TARA> Report saved Commander

Space Shuttle Challenger News
It was annouced recently that 36 years after the
explosion of the Space Shuttle Challenger that
more debris had been found.
This find is just another reminder of the cost of
failure.

Divers in the Atlantic Ocean were searching for
World War II artifacts lost at sea, when they they
stumbled on something else — a 20-foot-long
piece of debris from the Space Shuttle
Challenger, which was destroyed shortly after
takeoff in 1986.

NASA revealed on Thursday that the Challenger
segment was discovered off Florida’s east coast
when the searchers were filming of a new series
called “The Bermuda Triangle: Into Cursed
Waters.” 

Roughly 118 tons (107 metric tons) of
Challenger debris have been recovered since
the accident. That represents about 47% of the
entire vehicle, including parts of the two solid-
fuel boosters and external fuel tank

The Challenger broke apart after its launch on
January 28, 1986, killing all seven crew mem-
bers aboard, including a teacher was set to
become the first civilian in space. TV viewers,
especially students in schools across the US,
watched a live broadcast of the blast in horror
that morning.



Meet Alan Dower Blumlein
Pictured here is Alan
Dower Blumlein who is a
English English electron-
ics engineer who still
has 128 patents in his
name. 
He is the creater of
stereophonic sound
which helped the Allies

with WWII.
Ultra-linear amplifiers, stereophonic sound, and
the radar system own their creation to this man. 
He was born in 1903 in London. It is noted that
his passion for electronics started early in his
life, perhaps having supposedly fixing his
father’s doorbell at the age of seven. (continued)
He got would go on to earn a bachelor’s degree
in Science having first-class honors in 1923,
after graducation he started working for the
Western Electric Company in 1924. While work-
ing there, he designed weighting networks and
improved analog telephony with a renewed load
coil that avoided loss and crosstalk in long-dis-
tance lines.
This is one of his earliest patents — and the
started a journey which was full of inventions
Alan Blumlein is key in the history of stereo-
phonic sound (initially called “binaural sound”). 
During World War II, Alan Blumlein was a senior
engineer at EMI. At the time, the company put
their best workers at the service of the British
military.Soon, Blumlein started to develop the
H2S airborne radar system, a secret project for
aiding bomb targeting in poor visibility condi-
tions, like in bad weather and/or during night-

time. The radar also covered a wider range than
radio navigation aids, detecting landmarks at
greater distances.He was killed in a plane crash

Trust me!
How many
times have you
ever heard or
said the
phrase trust
me I am engi-
neer? 
Well if you are
truely an engi-
neer then the
picture shall be
very much
easy to under-

stand for you. This I would say qualifies as a
what NOT To do with your tools. For those who
are not sure. That is a soldering pen in her hand.
the tip gets very hot because the part she is
holding onto is a heating element. had she been
holding it like a pencile. She would have some
bad BURNS. 
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while testing the H2S airborne radar system on
a Halifax bomber in 1942. He was only 38 years
old.Although he couldn’t finish his work in the
H2S radar system, he inspired other engineers
to continue it and helped Britain win (and short-
en) the war. Furthermore, he managed to invent
the line-type pulse modulator that’s still used in
high-powered pulse radars nowadays.
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Meet the USS Mountaineer NCC-325306

The USS Mountaineer is a Crossfield Class Science and Warship Based off the USS Discovery
NCC-1031A Refit. The ship was created as a direct result of the loss of the  recreated prototype
Spore Drive that was stolen by  Ruon Tarka during the incident with the DMA miner sent by  Species
10-C.

The USS Mountaineer's motto is "Ad audacter ire ubi Montani semper Liberi"

Which when translated into Federation Standard means "To go boldy where the mountaineers are
always free"

The ships name is based upon a old Earth Battleship Named the USS West Virginia BB-48 often
referred to  as the Mountaineer Battle Wagon.

According to historical records the USS-West Virginia was involved in several active engagements
during her commissioned  time. To current knowlege The USS Mountaineer is the second ship to
bear the name Mountaineer.

The Crossfield class was a type of Federation starship in service during the mid-23rd century.
Though officially designated as a science vessel, during the Klingon-Federation War the class was
re-classified as a warship.

32nd century refit
During the late 3180s, the Crossfield-class underwent an extensive retrofit. The process took around
three weeks to complete and the overall layout was near-identical to before consisting of a saucer
section, a wide secondary hull, and two elongated nacelles. However, there were several alterations
both aesthetic and design wise. For example, the hull was no longer copper colored and instead
was chrome. More major changes were the complete removal of the connecting corridors between
the outer ring and inner ring as well as the formerly round deflector dish were given an overhaul as it
now appeared hexagonal.

The nacelles were now physically detached but remained connected to the vessel through magnetic
seals using superconductors which enabled an improved level of maneuverability during flight. While
the warp drive or spore drive was active, the nacelles resumed their former position without detach-
ment. Additionally, the secondary hull appears to have been gutted and changed to accommodate
newer impulse engines, with a different shape; the neck of the ship was thinner with a more V-
shaped appearance from the rear view, fewer windows, and was generally sleeker.

The turboshafts were entirely removed and were now free floating inside the ship with the magnetic
levitation tracks being constructed as the turbolifts moved, thanks to programmable matter.

Tactical systems

Following the retrofit, Crossfield-class vessels acquired a standard Federation cloaking device like
many ships in the era, allowing ships of this class to cloak. The act of cloaking was accompanied by
a green alert. In 3189, the spore drive could not function while cloaked but this problem was rectified
by the following year.
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The armaments did not change much, still consisting of deflector shields, photon torpedoes, and
phasers, albeit they were all upgraded to be on par with 32nd century weaponry. For example, the
phasers no longer fired blue beams but rather green using an unknown particle composition and the
shields were now reinforced enough to hold out against an entire fleet of starships firing on it in com-
parison to previously failing after a single quantum torpedo detonation. Programmable antimatter
was used to fortify the shields in anticipation for crossing the galactic barrier.

Propulsion systems

As part of the ship's refit, Adira Tal also included an upgrade to the spore drive reaction cube as well
as converting the physical injector shunts into nanogel control interfaces which acted as a quantum
transducer. The impulse engines were updated to conform to 32nd century standards and the warp
core was completely replaced, technically twice as the originally overhauled warp core was ejected
and subsequently exploded.

Furthermore, considering plasma conduits was obsolete, Jett Reno replaced them with the now typi-
cal polaric warp conduit.

Computer systems

After the refit, the Crossfield-class no longer utilized duotronic circuitry within its computational sys-
tems. Instead, it favored angular isolinear chips within the main computer core. In addition to all cur-
rent Federation databases of the 32nd century, the ship had access to data lost or damaged during
The Burn as well as a hundred thousand years of observations experienced by the Sphere, includ-
ing statistical measurements of Kaminar, artificial intelligence, Trill, and Trill symbionts.

The merger of the Sphere and the Discovery initiated a natural evolution of the ship's computer,
which was accelerated by the integration of 32nd century technology resulting in Zora. Zora was a
fully sentient AI with emotions and unlimited access to all of the ship's systems including her own
programming, meaning she had autonomous operation of her existence and could prevent herself
from being removed in addition to altering her core parameters.

Scientific systems

Discovery's facilities were capable of supporting over three hundred discrete scientific missions – a
Starfleet record in 2256.

Sensors included multiphasic scanning capabilities.

Interior design
The ships' design featured polygonal windows to space in crew support compartments including the
mess hall and crew quarters. Those same rooms, as well as sickbay and the corridors, mirrored the
window design through recessed alcoves on the wall.

Main bridge and command deck

The main bridge was located on Deck 1, with a central command chair for the commanding officer,
turbolift access at the front-starboard and rear-center, and a computerized transparent window-
viewscreen. Clockwise from the center command chair, the bridge stations comprised of a free-



standing multi-purpose station, science, another free-standing multi-purpose station, tactical, helm,
operations, spore drive control, communications, and a free-standing science station.

Off of the bridge was the captain's ready room, where, on the Discovery, Captain Gabriel Lorca kept
a bowl of fortune cookies on his standing desk.

In 2257, Captain Christopher Pike favored a ready room disconnected from the bridge. This ready
room featured a more personalized décor, additional seating, and a conference table as well as a
food synthesizer slot and several computer panels.

Engineering
Paul Stamets and his Glenn counterpart Straal operated their spore drives from engineering test bay
alpha, a standard engineering workspace specially converted for that purpose.

Aboard Discovery, the engineering lab was highly classified and required a breath print for access.
Immediately off of main engineering was a cultivation bay where Stamets was growing his own pro-
totaxites stellaviatori spores. Aboard Discovery's sister ship, the Glenn, the engineering section was
highly shielded, and the hull was double reinforced, preventing transport after a spore drive disaster.
The Glenn had modified the reaction cube in their engineering to hold the tardigrade, as Discovery
later did as well.
Disassembly of spore drive equipment aboard the Discovery began in 2257, opening up the engi-
neering lab with exposed conduits and machinery. Nevertheless, the spore drive was still opera-
tional.

Medical facilities

Sickbay was located on Deck 4 and featured three biobeds. Similar to on the NX-class, sickbay was
much more brightly colored than the rest of the ship, being a near white color.
A second sickbay, Sickbay 2, was equipped to treat overflow and noncritical injuries.

Transport and cargo
Shuttlebays were also present on Crossfield-class starships, with force fields utilized to contain the
atmosphere, as was common on starships.
The shuttlebay contained a large platform, delineated by the vessel's insignia, which descended and
rotated to enable access to a launch facility for landing pods. Four pods were stored there, leading
to a single launch rail and exterior port. Aboard the Glenn, the lower stores in the engineering hull
were one of the largest storage facilities on the ship.

Transporter systems

The transporter room aboard Crossfield-class ships occupied a corridor room. The back of the room
was a circular alcove containing the transporter pad. The steps of the transporter glowed red when
in use.

Crew quarters

Crew quarters of the mid-23rd century tended towards spartan, with only minimal options for cus-
tomization or decoration. Aboard Discovery, senior officers were assigned their own personal quar-
ters, while junior officers shared quarters.
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Crew quarters featured holographic projectors capable of producing a "mirror" image, and a holo-
communicator.

Guest quarters were located on Deck 3.
Science labs

Aboard Discovery, Lorca kept his own research lab, containing weapons and specimens that he'd
collected (Harry Mudd referred to this lab as Lorca's "man cave"). Located on the lower decks of the
engineering hull, this lab featured a holding cell and a window viewing starboard.

Science lab, formerly the captain's ready room (2257)

Following Captain Pike's decision to move the captain's ready room to another location in 2257, the
ready room attached to the bridge was converted into a science lab. Numerous pieces of scientific
equipment (including a Vulcan data module) were moved into the section, the large window being
separated into two ports by a computer terminal, and a large, transparent computer interface subdi-
viding the room.

Recreation facilities
Crossfield-class starships offered a mess hall capable of serving a few dozen officers at once from
five food synthesizers.

Ships of this class also had a room, possibly a gym, for sparring.
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She is a beautiful lady!
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